Responding for conditioned reinforcement in C57BL/6 and CD-1 mice, and Sprague-Dawley rats: Effects of methylphenidate and amphetamine.
Characterization of responding for conditioned reinforcement in mice is important to implement genetic tools in examining the neurobiological mechanisms underlying reward-related learning and incentive motivation. Inbred C57BL/6 mice, outbred CD-1 mice, and outbred Sprague-Dawley rats underwent Pavlovian conditioning in which a conditioned stimulus (CS) was paired with saccharin. Subsequently, subjects were allowed to respond for that CS in tests of responding for conditioned reinforcement. Experiments measured the effects of methylphenidate (MPH) and amphetamine (AMPH) on lever pressing for conditioned reinforcement in mice and rats. We further examined the stability of responding for conditioned reinforcement in mice after repeated testing and the extinction of this behaviour following omission of the reinforcer. We also determined whether the CS exhibited reinforcing properties if it was not paired with saccharin. C57BL/6 and CD-1 mice learned to respond for a conditioned reinforcer similarly to rats, and the behaviour was stable over time. MPH increased responding in CD-1 mice and rats, but not in C57BL/6 mice. AMPH only increased responding in rats. Responding was reduced following omission of the conditioned reinforcer, and responding was only established when the CS was paired with saccharin. These experiments characterize a conditioned reinforcement test which produces stable responding in two different mouse backgrounds. These findings also show that dopaminergic psychomotor stimulants can differently affect rats and mice in tests of responding for conditioned reinforcement.